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FEBRUARY’S “F” = a tribute to Sir Freddie Laker 1922 – 2006





LAST MEETING

I must thank Phil for his for his presentation of Part One of the Dayton USAF Museum -
and I for one am looking forward to Part Two next month - and to Michael’s interesting
review of Stansted in 2015; how things have changed. I cannot really comment about
the Air-Britain Tour to Western Canada 2008 other than to reiterate that  any views
expressed were a reflection of my experiences and they should be treated as such, but
I hope you found it of interest.
 

JANUARY QUIZ

I think we can probably all agree that the Quiz was, shall we say, challenging, and it
was great that so many of you advised Andy of your pre-Google/Alexa scores which
ranged from “quite low “ upwards, with an average of 12.4, but the overall winner with a
tremendous  20  points  was  Peter  Nelson.  Until  fairly  recently  Peter  was  a  regular
attendee at  meetings but he is now an on-line follower of  branch activities and,  of
course, a quiz entrant. The joint Runners Up with 18.5 points were Bob Mulford and
some other guy. My thanks again to Phil for his sterling efforts in setting the Quiz and to
Andy for collating the scores plus Michael’s technical expertise and assistance.

It gives me great virtual pleasure to virtually award this personally virtually hand
engraved 

multi-pixel virtual trophy to Peter



BRANCH MATTERS

You may recall my email some weeks back following a request I had received from
Stephen Skinner asking if anyone had a photo of a line of aircraft at STN that could be
used in a magazine. Well there was some positive response by branch members and
one of Andy’s ‘photos was selected by “Aviation News”; Andy has requested that the
£15 fee he received is donated in the branch’s name to the Essex Air Ambulance.  A
nice gesture Andy, thank you.

The selected photo for “Aviation News”



STANSTED SCENE

7th January - Ryanair announced it is making big cuts to its flight schedule effective 21st

January in response to the latest Covid lockdowns.  It warned that few, if any, flights
would operate to or from Ireland or the UK from the end of January until "draconian"
restrictions were removed

12th January – Another security alert when D-AFAL lost communications with London
ATC en route to Birmingham (BHX) and was escorted into STN by two RAF Typhoon's
including, reportedly, ZK357. Whatever the problem had been it was quickly solved as
the Global Express departed STN 2 hours later.  The sonic boom from one Typhoon
caused  the  usual  media  hysteria,  but  mind  you  it  covered  a  wide  area  including
Billericay where the sound even blocked the noise from all the neighbours cars going
on their essential journeys.

29th January – Protesters who broke into Stansted Airport in March 2017 to stop a

Home Office charter flight deporting people to Africa have won an appeal against
their  convictions.  The group,  known as the Stansted 15,  cut  through the perimeter
fence and locked themselves together around a Boeing 767 and were later convicted
under the Aviation and Maritime Security Act (Amsa) 1990 for the intentional disruption
of services at an aerodrome. On appeal the Lord Chief Justice said they "should not
have been prosecuted for the extremely serious offence".  Not really sure what that
means (they should have been allowed to do it?) but it is verbatim from the judgement.

1st February –  Michael  O’Leary announces on “Ian King Live”  that Ryanair will  be

basing its initial 737-8200 deliveries at STN. He also forecasts a substantial increase
in  tourist  related  passenger  levels  over  the  school  summer  holiday  period  with
bookings already up 250% in recent weeks. Financial forecasts for the year ending 31st

March 2021 indicate a loss of around Euro 1bn (£870m).



And some photos by Michael Jones

G-VYGK A330-243 of Air Tanker on 25th January

Learjet 36 N81GJ  on 22nd January

Titan’s “new” A321 departing in the gloom as G-DHJH on 18th January



Another image of D-AFAL, with its Typhoon escort

OTHER NEWS

4TH January – Newquay announces it is closing its facilities to airline passenger traffic
until  at  least  February,  but  probably  longer  as  no  airlines  schedules  are  currently
planned until mid March.

14th January – Norwegian announces it will not re-commence long haul flights and in
future will revert to its core short haul business. Personally I am rather sorry being a
past user of its transatlantic flights on a number of occasions and found their premium
experience  excellent  in  both  value  and  comfort/service  quality.  However,  far  more
pertinent and sad is the fact that this decision will lead to 1,000 job losses at LGW
alone. Its fleet of 35 787s is now withdrawn permanently but the trimmed back fleet of
50 737s will increase to 70 in 2022.

15th January – Delta announces its 2020 figures with the headline being a US$755
million net loss in the fourth quarter and a massive US$12.4 billion net loss for the
whole year. Not surprisingly that makes 2020 the worst year in the airline’s history.

16th January  - Jet 2 states  “Due to  the ongoing uncertainty  and travel  restrictions
caused  by  the  Covid-19  pandemic,  we  have  taken  the  decision  to  extend  the
suspension of flights up to and including 25th March 2021.”  Its fleet of 82 Boeing 737s
and 8 757s are all parked.

G-JZHR caught landing at STN by Andy Goldsmith on 11th October 2020
On 18th January this aircraft performed a circuit at STN – where it was stored as that date – to

“blow away the cobwebs” and keep vital systems tried and tested



20th January – Transport Canada rescinds its grounding order for the Boeing 737
MAX having issued an airworthiness directive listing the changes that operators must
make  to  existing  aircraft,  and  Boeing  must  make  to  new  aircraft  to  meet  its
requirements.  EASA and the UK’s CAA followed suit  with  its  clearance on  26th

January.

20th January - United Airlines has revealed its full-year 2020 financial results. The
carrier lost over US$7 billion in the year, including a nearly US$1.9bn loss for the end
of the fourth quarter

22nd January  – KLM was due to  halt  all  intercontinental  flights  from this  date  and
suspend many of its European schedules. All UK flights are banned for one month as
are flights to Latin America and South Africa.

Royal Aeronautical Society –  Eric has brought to my attention this calendar of free
RAeS  virtual  lectures/presentations  which  you  may  also  find  of  interest.
https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar

What, Where, and When?

This month I feature one of my photos taken at Oshkosh in 2011
and no, it’s not my Buick Buttnugget rental car from the local branch of Merde Motors



Last Month’s WWW

The Northrop XP-56 Black Bullet – this is the 2nd of just 2 prototypes built and F/F 23rd

March 1944 but was a nightmare to fly with the nosewheel not lifting until 160mph plus
extreme yaw sensitivity, but the nose heaviness ceased when the undercarriage was
raised. On the 10th flight, the pilot noted extreme tail heaviness, lack of power, and
excessive fuel consumption. Flight testing was then ceased as too hazardous, and the
project was abandoned

AVIATION ANAGRAMS

Aircraft Type = Crappie Ventricle   (from personal experience this is an apt description!)
Airline = Ask re Railway 
UK Airfield = Insolent Girl 

January’s Answers
A clue – all historically linked with Stansted
Aircraft Type = Tamra unmarried = Martin Marauder
Airline = Rattle Richard = Air Charter Ltd
Manufacturer = To aid narratives = Aviation Traders

NOSTALGIA CORNER

Andy Goldsmith was sent the picture below by ex-branch member Mike Glue, who has
given his approval for me to use, and is of the Air-Britain Stansted Branch Sales Stand
at an Old Warden display in 1971 – I am advised that the person peering behind the
stand at an interesting piece of an airframe is Dave Wilkinson.



This is Mike Glue’s email to Andy which gives a lot more detail - Hi Andy. I moved up to 
Hertford in 1966 and found that the Stansted Branch had folded. I got a list of members in 
East Herts & West Essex from Hugh Gwyther, the membership secretary and contacted them
with a view to reforming the branch. Mr Martin who ran the Fire Service Training facility of the 
airport let us use their lecture theatre for our monthly meetings, and I, as secretary arranged 
speakers, film evenings, airfield trips etc. I became a Council member and started the sales 
stand, carting round stock, pasting tables etc. in my company car. I got the display boards 
from a local company. Harry Drane kept most of the stock and if he couldn’t make an air 
show, I used to collect books from his home in Gt. Sampford. The sales stand put Air-Britain’s
finances on a much better footing and was responsible for recruiting many new members. I 
helped organise the 25th Anniversary balloon meet at Cirencester where I became hooked on
ballooning. The rest is history. I remember Derek Kemp and have met his son in recent years.
Also, Alan Barrett. Although I am still interested in aircraft, I gave up spotting nearly fifty years
ago so don’t want to rekindle this by watching your meetings! It’s good to know the branch is 
alive and well after all these years! Mike

A QUIZ OF OUR TIMES - all Covid-19 related!

No. 1  Clue = forget about any Lightning Reflex you may have and you’ll know the answer



No.2  What is the airline and type of aircraft

No.3 Clue = You’re not bats if you catch this

No. 4  Clue = Une Pomme un Jour doesn’t help, but these guys will help visiting Pommies



  

No. 5 Clue = Dreamy spires with stars and a Spanish ending will give the answer

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

As those who have viewed the February Virtual Meeting will already know, our Virtual
AGM  for  2020  will  be  held  on  16th March  2021  and  everyone  who  is  entitled  to
participate and vote will receive an email on Tuesday 16th February from the branch
Secretary with full details.  Those eligible to participate and vote at this Virtual AGM is
restricted to people who attended 3 or  more meetings since 1st January 2019 plus
anyone who has contributed to our Virtual  Meetings in 2020/21. If you feel you are
qualified to participate and vote at this Virtual  AGM but have not received such an
email from Richard by 20th February then please let Richard or me know a.s.a.p. The
AGM is an important event in the branch calendar so please support it and use your
vote! 

NEXT MEETING

Our next Virtual Meeting will  be on Tuesday 2nd March when we will  announce the
winners in our Annual Photographic Competition and feature those winning entries.

Then as, our main feature, we follow on from Phil’s superb presentation last month and
will be viewing Part Two of the “National Museum of USAF Aircraft, Dayton” which will
feature aircraft post-WW2.  I hope there will be an F-101 Phil- I just love ‘em!

In addition, as I  go to press,  it  is also expected that there will  be Andy’s excellent
presentation on the Air-Britain Fly-In at North Weald in 2016 which includes a most
interesting section by Phil describing his planning process for the event plus photos of
all the visiting aircraft on the Saturday plus some of the airfield residents .



And Lastly, Onto Late Finals...............

Thanks to the unknown photographers whose image I may have included and my
special thanks, as always, to Michael Jones and Andy Goldsmith, for their contributions

and assistance, and to John Ballantyne for the Cover picture

Brian Richards

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman

Any views expressed herewith are not those of the Air-Britain Trust 


